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Section 1 – Study Skills
The FOUR factors to help in the preparation for effective study
Factor ONE and TWO - to study (or revise) subject content it is important that you have organised your
classwork and homework notes.
Factor THREE - once you have your set of notes organised you will need to find the motivation to begin and
sustain your study programme. Studying is a habit and like all habits the more you practise the habit of
studying the easier it will become. Studying is when you move subject knowledge from your notes into your
short-term memory (knowledge that you remember when you are studying) and then into your long-term
memory (knowledge you remember when you do not have your study notes).
Factor FOUR - there are many different study strategies, some are more effective than others. It can
be helpful to use a range of study strategies depending on the subject knowledge or skill you want to
remember.
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Section 2 – Study Strategies

		https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPxSzxylRCI
Habit 1 - Spaced Practice
Space out studying. Instead of trying to cram your studying into one large block of time. Allocate
shorter study blocks of time for each topic / subject in your study timetable; space these over time. It is
recommended to leave 2-3 days between studying the same topic / subject.
Habit 2 - Interleaving
It is recommended that you do not study the same topic / subject ‘over and over’ in one study session.
Choose 2-4 topics to study in each study session. An example of this could be if you were studying for an
examination in mathematics, you could study; area, perimeter, 2D and 3D shapes together in one session.
Habit 3 - Elaboration
Asking How? and Why? questions, encourages you to think ‘harder’. An example of this could be if you
were studying the water cycle in geography. The main areas to study would be evaporation, condensation,
precipitation and surface-run off. Asking questions such as ‘how does water evaporate from the sea?’ and
‘why does water evaporate from the sea?’ will help you to build better memory and greater understanding
(and don’t forget you need to try to find the answers to these questions in your notes!).
Habit 4 - Concrete Examples
Concrete examples are often given in class by your teacher to help explain new terminology. The strategy
of using concrete examples helps you to remember as it provides a visual example to refer to. An
example of this could be if you were studying for your Learning for Life and Work exam and you were
trying to understand the term ‘election’. Using an example such as the voting process for School Council
representatives as a concrete example would help your understanding of the term election.
Habit 5 - Dual Coding
Dual coding is an effective study strategy because it helps build connections in your brain. Taking
information and turning it into an annotated diagram or taking a diagram and writing about it is common
ways to ‘dual code’. In school this technique is used regularly. You may have a diagram that you are asked
to annotate and then write about. Taking information and putting it in a diagram form is also used in
school. This technique called mind mapping. Try putting relevant images on your mind map (along with the
writing).
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Habit 6 - Retrieval Practice
Retrieval practice is the single most effective study skill. Retrieval practice is simply recalling information
from memory. You should not be glancing at your books when trying to recall information as this is not from
memory. The easiest way to work on this strategy is to set yourself mini tests or quizzes. You can use other
ways of recalling information such as writing all that you know about a topic on a page, creating a mind map
or writing questions (and answers) on a page and asking a friend or family member to quiz you.

Warning - the illusion of re-reading, highlighting and summarising
Be careful of the illusion of re-reading, highlighting and summarising. These are the most common
strategies used by students; however they are the least effective in terms of learning and memory.

•

Re-reading information can make you feel as if you ‘know’ the information however, you are only
becoming fluent in reading the text on the page. This makes the information feel familiar. This
familiar feeling is often confused with remembering. No matter how familiar the information, it is
not the same as remembering.

•

highlighting is another illusion of familiarity. While highlighting does help you organise your notes
and makes the key facts stand out, it does not help in memory. Once your notes are organised and
highlighted you can begin to study using the above effective techniques for remembering.

•

Summarising is better than just reading or highlighting; however, it has limited effect on memory.
Summarising is only effective if you are summarising a topic from your own memory and recalling
the information onto a page (it then becomes retrieved information and falls under the highly
effective study strategy of retrieval practice).

1) Learning is challenging, it takes effort and it can take a number of attempts to really learn
information or a new skill. The ‘learning pit’ diagram can help explain the expected challenges that
face any person when trying to learn information or a new skill.
2) Those who learn best know that they have to put in the effort (The Iceberg Illusion) to learn but
they also use the most efficient and effective strategies to learn.
3) All people have the capacity to learn. The ‘growth mindset’ concept is often taught in primary
school and is relevant in post-primary, university and in the world of work. The people who learn
are those who want to learn, who understand how to learn and who are willing to put in the effort
to learn.
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Section 3 – Three Theories about Learning
Learning Theory One

When you are trying to learn something new it can often feel like you are standing on one edge of a large
pit and you are not sure how to get to the other side. This is sometimes known as the ‘Learning Pit’. The
hardest thing is often getting the motivation to acknowledge that you do not know something and then
putting in the effort to move subject knowledge and skills into your long-term memory (learning). Often
after the struggle and frustration of not knowing and not remembering you will eventually ‘get it’. This
moves your level of knowledge from your original level to a new higher level.

Once you know that all learning (for all people) goes through this process you will hopefully understand
that learning is a journey that you need to decide to begin. The people who say that they can’t learn new
information or a new skill have just decided to stay in their original position – they have not been motivated
to progress through the ‘Learning Pit’. If you do not enter into the ‘Learning Pit’ it is unlikely that you will
make the necessary increase in your learning.
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Learning Theory Two

The Iceberg (Success) Illusion
Have you ever sat in class and wondered how a classmate did well in a test that you found difficult? You see
their success, but you may not have witnessed the effort that was necessary to achieve the success.
Watch thevideo clip to further develop your understanding of the Iceberg Illusion
		https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWCg-QmSE7A
Remember in modern society people do not always tell you about the hard work and effort that they have
put into their success. It appears ‘easy’ for them. Success is never easy.
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Learning Theory Three

The theory of the Growth Mindset Continuum is often taught in primary school. The theory is relevant to
post-primary school, university and the workplace. The Growth Mindset Continuum suggests that how much
you learn about a particular piece of information or skill is dependent on how you feel about learning the
information or skill.
If you like baking you will bake often and become very good at this skill. If you do not like netball you will
not practise and therefore not become very good. It is not that you can’t play netball, it’s that you have not
put in the effort to learn the skill. Mindset is everything when it comes to success. If you think you can, you
will learn. If you think you can’t, you will not learn. The theory suggests that the information or skill that
needs to be learnt is not as important as the mindset (or motivation) required.

		https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf8FX2sI3gU

		https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2ttL1kgZRk
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Section 4 – Subject Revision Lists

Year 10 Art
Practise 3D shapes and shading skills for the summer exam.

Year 10 English
Practise reading comprehension and complete two Bedrock lessons.
Read key chapters in ‘Wonder’ and review class notes
Create character mind maps using notes in class or from https://wonderthebook.com/
characters

Year 10 French
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
•

Myself and my family: descriptions / basic details / using social media / weekend
activities

•

Future plans: studying / jobs / opinions

•

Learning languages benefits

•

Holidays topic: types of holiday / locations / activities / opinions / essential items

Please revise all notes and also resources on Teams as indicated by your French
teacher.
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Year 10 Geography
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
•

Weather and Climate

•

Hazards

Please revise all notes in notebook and the activity booklets

Year 10 Home Economics
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
Use your Food Safety Training booklet
•

Types and symptoms of food poisoning

•

What is the Danger Zone?

•

Bacteria – types, conditions for growth, cross contamination

•

Best before date and use-by date

•

Personal hygiene in practical lessons – hand washing, PPE

•

Safe food storage in the fridge

•

Food safety and hazards on food premises

Revise using a variety of methods including:
P
Make mindmaps for each topic
P
Use colour and highlighters to make key words stand out
P
Make up quick factual tests for yourself
P
Write out small cards with facts on one side and questions on the other
Exam – 1 hour
Your exam will contain some multiple-choice questions and longer extended answer
questions.
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Year 10 History
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
•
•
•
•

The First World War
The Treaty of Versailles
The rise to power of Hitler and the Nazis
Nazi consolidation of power, 1933-34

Year 10 LLW
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
•

Unit 1 – What do we mean by democracy?
Revise all content in this unit

•

Unit 2 – How can I play a part?
Revise all content up to page 40

Examination will last 60 minutes.
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Year 10 Mathematics
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rounding and approximation
Indices
Sequences and nth term
Pythagoras Theorem
Angles
Algebra: formula and substitution
Circles: Area and circumference
Transformations
Fractions, decimals and percentages
Solving equations
Averages
Representation of data

Year 10 Music
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
•

Song Structure: large scale listening

•

Song structure: small scale listening

•

Basic structures for songs

•

Structure notes

•

Careers in Music

•

Film music basics: key terms and purposes of film music, famous 		
composers

•

Year 8 basics – music theory and elements of music

REMEMBER: use the lessons available on Teams to help you revise
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Year 10 Religious Studies
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
•

Zacchaeus

•

Samaritan Woman

•

Leprosy at the time of Jesus and work of Leprosy Mission today

•

Easter Story:

•

Palm Sunday

•

Last Supper

•

The arrest of Jesus

•

The death of Jesus

•

The resurrection of Jesus

•

Why Easter is important to Christians

Year 10 Science
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
•
•

Booklet - Organ Systems
Booklet - Elements, Compounds and Mixtures (Not including Reactivity)

Remember all checklists of learning intentions can be found at the front
of each booklet and extra revision notes can be found at the back of each
booklet.
Remember to look at the revision tips at the back of each booklet.
Your teacher will also repost the TA3 progress assessment in MS Teams for
the first part of Elements, Compounds and Mixtures to aid with revision.
Examination will last 1 hour
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Year 10 Technology & Design
The following topics will be tested in the Summer examination:
Health and Safety
Signs – Mandatory (Wear gloves, wear goggles, face shield, welding mask)
Safe Condition (First Aid, Emergency stop, Eye Wash)
Hazard (Health Hazard, Corrosive, Flammable, Toxic, Hazardous to the
Environment, Gas under pressure)
Prohibition (No eating or drinking, No running)
Safe Practice – Risks, Hazard Lines
Design Process
Design Brief, Research, Specifications, Concepts, Detailed Designs, Manufacturing, Evaluation
Materials
Plastics – Thermoplastic (Acrylic, Rigid Polystyrene, ABS) & Thermosetting
(Melamine, Polyester Resin, Urea Formaldehyde)
Metal – Alloys, Ferrous metals (steel, stainless steel, iron), non-ferrous (copper,
aluminium, brass)
Woods -Hardwoods (Oak, Beech, Mahogany) Softwoods (Pine, Redwood, Cedar)
Manmade Woods (MDF, Plywood, Chipboard)
Properties of Materials
Strength (tensile and compressive), durability, conductivity, hardness, resistance to
corrosion, thermoforming, toughness, flammability, density (weight)
Tools
General – Coping Saw, File, Steel ruler, Try-square, Vice, Hammer, Jig
Wood Work – Forstner Bit, Marking Knife)
Metal Work – Scriber, Centre-punch, Hacksaw
Electronics – Wire Strippers, Side-cutters, Long-nosed pliers
Machines
Pillar Drill, Polisher, Belt Sander, Scroll Saw, Vacuum Former, Soldering Iron, Strip
Heater, Oven, Gerbil, Metal Guillotine, Metal Folder
Processes
Marking Out (Waste Material, cm, mm)
Drilling, cutting, sanding, soldering
Thermoforming (vacuum former, oven, strip heater)
CADCAM (Meaning, advantages, Setup Sequence for Laser Cutter)
Joining – permanent (liquid cement, wood glue, welding) Semi-permanent (nut and
bolt, wood screw, self-tapping screw)
Finishing (Abrasive Paper, Wire Wool, Polish, Varnish)
Assembly
Electronics
Electricity (Positive, Negative)
Components / Symbols – Battery, Switch, LED, Bulb, Motor, Buzzer, Thyristor,
Resistor
Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs)
Mechanisms
Levers (Load, Effort, Fulcrum)
Types of Motion (Linear. Rotary, Reciprocating, Oscillating)
Gears (Driver/Driven)
Gear Ratio
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Evening

Afternoon

Morning
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday

Revision Planner

Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

“Each different. Each talented. All valued.”

